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the kontakt libraries are not necessarily perfect for scoring the entire film.
however, they can be a great way to inject a big cinematic sound in an
indie or student film. and with great sound comes great inspiration, so
check out our 5 free kontakt libraries and see if they can help you with
your next soundtrack link: volta by r3mix volta by r3mix is a free kontakt
instrument with 14 presets, that will give you a great starting point for
your new cinematic or music film projects. this instrument comes with a
powerful arpeggiator, with four sets of 12 chords and eight drum kits,
including drum kits and sfx from the movie soundtracks of the upcoming
movie “the time between”. the kits from the movie include realistic
drums, melodies, harmonies, sfx, fx and instruments from the musicals
and composers of the movie. the default drumkit includes vintage
instruments from the 70s and 80s, like the roland v-drum, the sh-101, the
roland tr-707, the tr-808 and many more. link: chaos-kontakt by
traphouse chaos-kontakt is an 8 free kontakt instrument. the main
instruments are the tuvan throat singing, the bagpipes, the chinese flute,
the djembe and gong, the drums and percussion, the maracas, the synths
and the piano. this kontakt instrument is made with the ni kontakt 5.1.2
and it contains the following samples: traphouse-
chaoskontakt-2.0.05.rar.zip traphouse-
chaoskontakt-2.06.07.08.09.10.11.12.13.14.15.zip link: virtual kick drums
by sample hero virtual kick drums is a free kontakt instrument that comes
with 14 presets that can be easily customized for your productions. this
kontakt instrument comes with a powerful arpeggiator, with 4 sets of 12
chords and 8 drums kits, including drum kits and sfx from the movie
soundtracks of the upcoming movie “the time between”. the kits from the
movie include realistic drums, melodies, harmonies, sfx, fx and
instruments from the musicals and composers of the movie. there is also
a dedicated drum set for drummers looking for authentic kontakt drum
samples.
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although this isnt a truly free library, it is available for free on kontakt
player 6.2.1 and above and is a great tool for scoring film and tv. sound is

on the rudimentary side, but its great for scoring action and thriller
scenes. there are 4 tracks with more than 50 samples each. the first

kontakt soundbank that’s for sale in an orchestra format, this is a must-
have for any musician who wants to experiment with the orchestra

format. over 80 truly authentic instruments from the world’s most popular
orchestral instruments; the drums, percussion, strings, wind and brass,
acoustic guitars, electric guitars, keys and more. you will find the audio
sounds recorded in realistic stereo setups, with only the best sounding

locations being used. all the audio files are in.wav format and the library is
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formatted for kontakt. there are two versions of the drums & percussion: a
high quality version for use with kontakt and a low quality version for use
with sonar. you have the option to select which version you want to use.
the only free kontakt sound library inspired by the original kontakt sound
engine, this collection of 6 instrument samples is ideal for creating your
own custom sound design. there are many different articulations, from

single strings and single string with resonant bar, to real string, acoustic
and electric guitars, organ, bass and more, plus the option to change the
key of your instrument, which is essential for creating your own custom
sounds. the presets are excellent, and come with the library, so you can

quickly start making your own original sounds. 5ec8ef588b
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